Welcome to today’s Relaxed Family Concert at Orchestra Hall! Our Relaxed Family Concerts are inclusive experiences for audiences of all ages and abilities, including individuals with autism or sensory sensitivities. Please visit one of our friendly ushers or volunteers if there is anything we can do to make your visit more enjoyable. We’re so glad that you could join us and hope that you have a great experience today!

**ROBERTA MANN GRAND FOYER**

**Collaborative Embroidered Spring Mural**
Visit teaching artists from Interact Center for the Visual & Performing Arts to learn embroidery techniques and create collaborative designs based on the music featured during today’s concert. You can follow an existing design based on spring, flowers, or the night sky, or create your own pattern!

**Create Your Own Stickers**
Today’s concert features new drawings from Juxtaposition Arts’ Patricio de Lara projected on the auditorium wall as the orchestra plays. Join artists from Juxtaposition in the lobby to cut, draw, stamp, and create your own stickers with themes like animals, nature, and comic expressions.

**Pictures at an Exhibition Puzzle and Gallery**
View some of the original artwork that inspired the pieces on today’s concert, and learn fun facts about the music through trivia cards and a visual puzzle provided by Friends of the Minnesota Orchestra.

**Science of Color**
Join the Science Museum of Minnesota to explore how scientists use telescopes and other tools to capture and filter different energies of light to study the universe. You can also learn about the laboratory technique of chromatography while creating your own colorful coffee-filter butterfly.

**Audience Services Desk**
Need noise-canceling headphones, earplugs, or information? Stop by the Audience Services Desk for assistance. At the desk you will also find headsets which you can use if you would like to receive live Spanish translation of the script during the concert. Headsets are available on a first-come, first-served basis.

**K ATHY & CHARLIE C UNNINGHAM GREEN ROOM**

**Instrument Petting Zoo**
Explore orchestral instruments with our friends from Toneworks Music Therapy Services.

**TARGET ATRIUM**

**Dancing in Character**
Explore how different colors in music help to describe different characters in dance. Enjoy a mini-performance by Ballet Co.Laboratory, and then try some character movements with the dancers.

**Concert-Only Quiet Space**
During the concert, we’ll open a second quiet area for anyone who would like to enjoy a relaxing space with sensory supports while listening to a high-quality audio feed of the Orchestra’s performance.

**BALCONY A LOBBY**

**Caricature Artist - Pre-Concert Only**
Visit local a local caricaturist from All About Fun For Kids to celebrate your visit to Orchestra Hall with a commemorative drawing.

**Russian Folktales**
Enjoy storytime with The Museum of Russian Art! Listen to the tales of Baba Yaga (a character featured in Pictures at an Exhibition), Vasilisa the Beautiful, the Frog Princess, and more. You’ll also have the opportunity to see and touch real figures of these colorful characters from the Museum’s collection.

**BALCONY B LOBBY**

**Quiet Space**
Relax with bean bags, weighted lap pads and neck rolls, noise-canceling headphones, books, and coloring materials. There will also be a video monitor you can use to watch the Orchestra concert. You’re welcome to visit any time during the activities or performance!